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Safe, green,

efficient

n Laborers Terrence Saunders , left,
and Glenn Lilly identify reusable roadway
track materials while working the conveyor
belt at Roanoke Material Yard.

ROANOKE MATERIAL YARD
EMPLOYEES ADD VALUE
TO RAILROAD OPERATIONS
If a Norfolk Southern track gang needs a No. 20
frog in a hurry, they’re not going to find that $20,000
appliance at the local Home Depot or Wal-Mart.
Their go-to source for fast delivery is a facility that’s
been serving wayside maintenance gangs since the
1930s – the Roanoke Material Yard.
Based on a steel-tough commitment, the material
yard’s crew will have the frog – the part of a switch
turnout where train wheels move from one track to
another – safely loaded on a rail car and shipped
within 24 hours.
That’s the way they roll.
Created by NS predecessor railroad Norfolk and
Western Railway, the Roanoke facility is a one-ofa-kind operation in today’s rail industry. Unknown
to many employees outside of track maintenance,
the material yard provides key support to the NS
Engineering Department to keep trains running and
customers satisfied.
Five days a week, the yard’s 50 or so craft workers
construct switch turnouts and 42-foot track panels,
eliminating days of field work for track and rail gangs
and enabling quick repairs to damaged track. They
sort through tons of used track material to identify
reusable components, reducing the need to buy new
and saving the company millions of dollars annually.
The yard also stockpiles and distributes virtually
every component needed to maintain and repair track
and switch turnouts, from spikes, tie plates, and rail
anchors to rail, switch points, and frogs – so named
because they resemble a frog with outstretched legs.
1

n TOP: The Roanoke Material Yard
stores and distributes virtually every
component needed to maintain and
repair track and switch turnouts,
including “frogs,” pictured here.
Frogs, so named because they resemble
a frog with outstretched legs, are part
of a switch turnout where train wheels
move from one track to another.
n NEXT PAGE LEFT: Mike Wolfe, left,
yard manager, reviews track material
paperwork with Marty Huff, shipping
and receiving supervisor.
n NEXT PAGE RIGHT: Jake Willis ,
panel supervisor, stands next to a pile
of tie plates reclaimed for reuse across
the system.
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“We’re a supply chain to our maintenance-of-way gangs,” said Mike Wolfe,
yard manager, a 33-year NS veteran who worked 20 years in program
maintenance before joining the yard 13 years ago. “We’re almost like an industry
for in-house servicing.”

Safe, efficient, quality product
Located in an industrial area on a dead-end road minutes from downtown Roanoke,
the 58-acre facility harkens to an era before the country’s large railroads began
outsourcing many of their supply chain needs.
When N&W opened the material yard, for example, the railroad still built its
own locomotives. Old photographs in the hallway outside Wolfe’s office reveal
the breadth of work in the yard’s early days. N&W employees there once welded
rail with acetylene produced on-site, manufactured steel frogs and switch points,
which were hand-ground on grinding wheels, and constructed the company’s office
furniture, Wolfe said.
“The concept of this facility was that everything was made in-house so that
they could control their own destiny and pricing,” Wolfe said.
Across operations, Norfolk Southern has maintained that concept of self-reliance
where it makes strategic and economic sense to do so, such as the locomotive
rebuild program at Juniata and Roanoke locomotive shops. The functions
performed today by the material yard – while no longer involving the manufacture
of furniture, welded rail, or frogs – generate cost and competitive advantages.

Sustainable
operation

“The material yard plays an important role in the
safety, efficiency, and success of our supervisors
and production gangs in maintaining the railroad’s
infrastructure,” said Phil Merilli, assistant vice
president maintenance of way and structures. “With
the yard operation, we are able to control costs
and our own destiny by controlling inventory. The
employees who work there are a class act, and I’m
proud to be associated with them.”
The material yard is a success for three reasons,
Wolfe said. The yard’s laborers and machine operators
produce quality work, they do it efficiently, and, most
important, they do it safely.
“All of our employees here are owners of the
business, if you will, and they understand that safety
is part of that business,” Wolfe said. “We’re the last
of the Class I railroads with a yard like this. It’s not
viable unless you have a safe environment.”
Wolfe counts two reportable injuries over the past
decade, neither directly related to work in the yard.
“When you see all the exposures of railroad work
here,” Wolfe said, “all of the heavy, moving machinery
and the hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical equipment,
the employees are exemplary on safety.”

“Norfolk Southern is one
of the few Class I railroads
that actively reclaims track
material the way we do.
My goal is to help the
company save money and
be more efficient in using
our resources.”

The yard plays a key
role in advancing
green business at NS.
When maintenance
gangs replace track,
the recovered metal
materials – tie plates,
spikes, and anchors,
known as other track
material, or OTM – are
— Jake Willis,
loaded on gondolas and
sent to the material yard. panel supervisor
There, an employee
operating an excavator unloads the OTM onto a large
metal table and rakes it onto a long conveyor belt.
Employees stationed on a boardwalk beside the belt
identify reusable items and place them into bins for
each type of OTM. The yard can sort one to two gons
a day, or 70 to 140 tons of material.
About 60 percent of the OTM is reused. Some
is used at the yard to construct track panels, while
the rest is shipped to the field for track maintenance
projects on lower-tonnage secondary or branch lines.
None of the OTM goes to a landfill. The 40 percent or
so identified as scrap is sold to vendors who recycle
it for other uses.
“We make money either way,” said Jake Willis,
panel supervisor, who oversees the yard’s OTM
reclamation and track panel construction.
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“On a good day, we ship
material to nine or 10 states.
We try to send something to
each division and spread it
around so that no territory is
left without material in case
something happens.”
— Marty Huff,
shipping and receiving
supervisor
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In nearly three years as panel supervisor, Willis has
focused on expanding recycling and improving work
efficiencies. In 2014, his OTM crew reclaimed 1.2 million
tie plates, 11,000 kegs of spikes, and 850,000 rail anchors,
saving the company an estimated $15 million.
“Norfolk Southern is one of the few Class I railroads
that actively reclaims track material the way we do,”
Willis said. “My goal is to help the company save money
and be more efficient in using our resources.”
Reusing track materials, Wolfe said, enables NS to time purchases of new
material based on best available market price. “When steel prices are high, we
can ride them out by reusing what we already have,” he said.
In January, the yard’s green operations expanded with the arrival of the secondgeneration NS 999. The yard has served as proving ground for the battery-powered
switcher, helping NS develop its expertise of battery technology for train service
while using the 999 to help build a daily outbound train that delivers supplies to
the field.

Keeping the gangs supplied
Much of the yard’s activity occurs in a flat open area that extends down the
middle of the facility and is dominated by a large overhead gantry crane. Bridge
cranes on either end hoist rail and material used to build track panels and turnouts.
Turnout and track panel crews work on opposite ends of the gantry crane.
On a typical day, employees can build as many as three switch turnouts – with
a switch on one end and a frog on the other – and 15 of the 42-foot track panels.
To quickly assemble ties and rail, the crews have devised custom jigs, or templates,
for efficiency. The turnout crew, for example, has marked a pad with different
colors of paint to pinpoint where to place crossties for each of the six sizes of
turnouts built there.

“These employees have done it so much they know the measurements in their
heads,” said Adam Dunford, turnout supervisor. The yard, he added, has fewer
operating challenges than the field. “We’re in a controlled environment where
everything is flat.”
Switch turnouts are constructed with new track material. The track panels are
built with both new and used components, including used rail, called relay rail.
After a track panel is installed in the field, rail gangs follow to replace the rail with
continuously welded rail. The relay rail is then shipped back to the material yard
for building more panels.
Systemwide, the yard replenishes 23 satellite emergency centers with track
panels and other material that can be dispensed quickly to replace track damaged
by derailments or natural disasters. The yard daily ships new and used track
components to several of the 153 track supervisor locations.
“On a good day, we ship material to nine or 10 states,” said Marty Huff, shipping
and receiving supervisor. “We try to send something to each division and spread
it around so that no territory is left without material in case something happens.”
Recently, the yard shipped 64,000 relay tie plates for one track project, and it
has 160,000 more ready to ship for another upcoming project. Outside of emergency
situations, the yard gives priority to the company’s dual rail gang, track maintenance
gangs, and track projects that serve customer locations.
The dual rail gang, the only one of its kind in the rail industry, installs both rails
of a track simultaneously.
“We’ve got to keep those guys rolling,” Dunford said. “They’re the biggest NS
gang, with the most people and equipment, and if they’re delayed for any reason
it’s a big expense. I don’t want them to be delayed because of me.” n BizNS

n PREVIOUS PAGE LEFT: Laborer Zach
Divers operates a hydraulic magnetic lifter
to maneuver 112-pound bags of reclaimed
rail anchors off a conveyor belt. The
anchors, removed during track replacement
projects across the system, are shipped
to the material yard to be reused or sold
for scrap. Anchors reclaimed are packed in
recycled coffee bean bags from Brazil and
sent to the field for reuse.
n PREVIOUS PAGE RIGHT: These 51A bow
handle switch stands are among the track
components stored and distributed by the
material yard to track supervisors across
the system.
n ABOVE: Laborer Ben David rakes
reusable spring anchors on to a conveyor
belt to be packaged in recycled burlap
coffee bean bags.
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Engineering leaders give
Material Yard a thumbs-up
Engineering Department leaders who oversee
division operations are big fans of the Roanoke
Material Yard.
“They are a tremendous asset,” said Kenneth Webb,
assistant division engineer track on the Pocahontas
Division. “I don’t know how we would survive
without them.”
In late June, the material yard completed a major
job for the Pocahontas Division: constructing and
shipping 117 42-foot track panels that will be installed
inside the 3,766-foot-long Raitt Tunnel west of Grundy,
Va., on a line that serves NS coal customers. The time
savings and safety benefits of having material yard
employees build the panels in a facility designed to do
that work are substantial, Webb said.
“We can custom order what we need, and they
build it exactly how we tell them,” he said. “If you
think about the time it would take in the field to lay
out the ties, drag the rail in, and spike them down,
it’s easily five times faster doing it with these
pre-constructed panels.”
The 42-foot panels, delivered to the site in gondolas,
will be installed three at a time by two crews on either
end of the tunnel, each crew working 12-hour shifts.
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The material yard, Webb said, conveniently attached
by wire everything needed to couple the panels – joint
bars, nuts, bolts, and washers.
Ben McElroy, division engineer on the Illinois
Division, said the material yard plays a vital role in
engineering operations.
“They build track panels and turnout switches in
a controlled environment and get everything perfect,”
McElroy said. “When we get one of their panelized
turnout switches in the field, they’re easy to unload and
to put in. Instead of taking two or three days to build
a switch in the field, we can lay one in four hours.”
The material yard transports the turnout panels in
an NS-designed rail car featuring an A-frame structure
that allows the turnouts to be loaded upright instead
of flat. Once on site, the panels can be easily removed
without need of a crane.
In addition to maintenance support, McElroy praised
the material yard’s efforts to reclaim track material for
reuse and recycling.
“Out in the field, it’s just scrap, but to NS this material
is a multi-valued asset,” he said. “The material yard
sorts the higher value and lower value scrap in different
piles and maximizes the dollar value. The yard adds
to our bottom dollar.” n BizNS

n PREVIOUS PAGE: Roger Brown, utility mechanic, checks for proper
track gauge during construction of a new switch turnout panel.
n LEFT: Utility mechanics Joe Graham, left, and Jairus Kirby, who
retired in June, operate a spike driving machine during construction of
a switch turnout panel.
n BELOW: With the help of an overhead bridge crane, Ethan Eaton, laborer,
left, and Ivan Caldwell, utility mechanic, maneuver a section of rail into
position during construction of a switch turnout.
n BOTTOM: Adam Dunford, turnout supervisor, in center of photo in
orange shirt, engages with Ethan Eaton, laborer, left, and Mark Franklin,
right. Eaton uses a pneumatic spike driver to secure a tie plate while Franklin
uses a bar to position the tie during construction of a switch turnout.
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NS’ really

BIG business

Mention big business at Norfolk Southern and most employees probably
“We’ll work with whatever
type of circuitous route
we can and include as many
carriers as we need to get
from point A to point B. There
are a lot of things we can do.
We just have to get creative.”
— Larry Dillon,
NS manager clearance
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think of intermodal or coal, the railroad’s two largest markets in terms of
volume and revenue.
For Larry Dillon, NS manager clearance, big business is more literal – as
in huge nuclear reactor vessels that weigh more than a million pounds and
hulking bulldozers and backhoes that need to be moved from inland
manufacturing plants to East Coast ports.
Known in the industry as “dimensional” or high-wide shipments, these
supersize loads are among the most massive, cumbersome, and unique cargo
that NS transports. Along with power plant parts such as turbines and
generators, the railroad every year routinely carries between 4,600 and 6,000
shipments of bulldozers, backhoes, farm equipment, components for wind
energy towers, and heat exchangers. In 2014, dimensional shipments
generated around $37 million in revenue for NS.
“It’s an important market for us,” said Jim Schaaf, group vice president
industrial products, metals and construction. “It’s a highly specialized
segment of business that takes a lot of care and trust between the NS team
and our customers.”

Planning with laser focus
Because of their size and unwieldiness, high-wide
shipments require detailed coordination and planning
involving NS, the shipper, the receiver, localities,
states, and other railroads. Before a move, clearances
for structures along the route, as well as for power
lines, trees, and vegetation, must be obtained.
That’s where Dillon comes in.
“We really don’t know how to move a load until we
run the clearances through our clearance system,”
said Dillon.
NS’ Engineering Department uses lasers to
measure obstructions along the route and downloads
that information into a database tied into NS’
clearance system.
“We put a special rail car in and relay the
dimensions, and it calculates whether the car can
move through safely,” Dillon said. “We’ll work with
whatever type of circuitous route we can and include
as many carriers as we need to get from point A to
point B. There are a lot of things we can do. We just
have to get creative.”

During the past few years, NS began moving nuclear
power plant components from the port of Savannah to
a construction site in eastern Georgia, including 22-foot
tall, 20-foot wide, 1.5 million-pound reactor vessels. The
pieces, manufactured by Westinghouse Electric, are
among the largest NS has ever transported.
The move was so complex it required four years of
logistics planning.
Working with Westinghouse and power company
officials, NS had to map the best route, clear
obstructions along the way, modify structures, obtain
special oversized freight cars, and ensure that other
rail traffic would not be impeded.
“We held a lot of meetings and kept going over all the
drawings,” Dillon said. “We’ve made a few shipments
now, and everything has gone well.”
Since 2012, NS has moved more than 290 carloads
of Westinghouse nuclear power plant components for
the plant in Georgia and another in South Carolina.
n In a special high-wide move, NS worked with Reading and Northern
Railroad to move a heat exchanger unit for Air Products Company from
its Wilkes-Barre, Pa., manufacturing facility to New Jersey for export.
9

To accommodate high-wide loads, shippers typically
lease rail cars known as Schnabel cars – heavy-duty
flat cars designed for oversized loads. Traveling a
maximum speed of 15 mph, Schnabel cars have lifting
arms that suspend the load between the two ends of
the car. Some have hydraulic equipment that enables
train crews to shift the load from side to side to
bypass obstructions such as bridges. The Schnabel
car used to move the nuclear facility components is
the largest rail car built in America, Dillon said.
In some cases, even a Schnabel
car
cannot clear obstructions.
“It’s a highly specialized
means the impediments
segment of business That
must be cleared or altered or the
that takes a lot shipper chooses another route.
“You almost have to rebuild
of care and trust
between the NS team the railroad in some sections,”
said Schaaf. For example,
and our customers.” NS engineering employees
helped restructure the Congaree
— Jim Schaaf, River Bridge on the route used
to move reactor parts from
group vice president Charleston’s port to a South
industrial products, Carolina power plant.
Special crews are required to
metals and construction
operate the Schnabel cars, and
some NS divisions wait until the weekend or nonpeak
hours to run high-wide loads.
“These things are so large they change everything,”
Dillon said. “Additional handling is required and
there are speed reductions. We can’t run them like
a regular car.”
10
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For exceptionally large shipments, a trainmaster or
road foreman must be on site during the move. “The
cost of those things is phenomenal,” Dillon said. “We
want to make sure it’s a smooth move and that there
are no issues.”

The heaviest loads
Machinery makes up most of NS’ high-wide shipments.
Major customers include Case New Holland, Caterpillar,
and John Deere, with shipments frequently delivered
to ports in Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah,
and New Orleans.
Some of NS’ high-wide shipments have originated
out of Charlotte, N.C., where Siemens Energy opened
a gas turbine plant in 2011. NS also serves a
Caterpillar plant in Decatur, Ill., that builds and exports
front-end loaders.
Over the past several years, NS has moved large
wind-energy components manufactured at Gamesa
Corporation’s plants in Pennsylvania. That includes
moving wind-turbine generators to the West Coast,
interchanging with BNSF along the route. Some of the
components weigh up to 10 tons, while other parts, such
as long turbine blades, pose challenges along curved
sections of track where clearances are restrictive.
In one of its more unusual moves, NS hauled a
solid rocket booster for NASA’s space shuttle
program, interchanging with Union Pacific and
Florida East Coast Railroad as the booster made its
way to Cape Canaveral, Fla.

n PREVIOUS PAGE LEFT: NS moves windenergy tower sections for Vestas Wind
Systems through Tennessee.
n LEFT: One of NS’ major high-wide
customers is John Deere, which
manufactures these farm tractors.
One of NS’ largest moves occurred in December 2012 when the
railroad transported a 1.1 million-pound, 19-foot tall Mitsubishi generator
from the Lamberts Point terminal to Virginia’s inland port in Front Royal.
“We had to relocate a rock slide fence and modify a bridge for that
move,” Dillon said.

A Unilevel solution
Another high-wide market for NS is large, heavy-duty vehicles, such
as military equipment, fire trucks, street sweepers, delivery vans, and
recreational vehicles. NS moves some of these loads on specially
designed Unilevel rail cars. These 81-foot-long cars boast a 127,000-pound
load limit and are fully enclosed to protect the vehicles during transport.
“Manufacturing customers receive dealer-fresh vehicles almost to their
doorstep,” said Tim Butt, market manager yield & assets in automotive.
NS launched the Unilevel car service about six years ago. NS’
automotive group worked with Modalgistics®, the NS supply-chain
services subsidiary, and TTX, an industry-owned rail car provider, to
design the cars.
“We saw an opportunity,” said Butt, “and we think there’s a market
out there for this car type.”
Currently, most of NS’ Unilevel business involves shipping Sprinter
vans from the Daimler AG Mercedes plant outside Charleston, S.C., to
the western states.
Alternative fuel vehicles could be NS automotive’s next growth market, said
Rick Parsons, manager assets & planning in automotive. That includes electric
trucks and transit buses as well as vehicles powered by compressed natural gas,
such as sanitation trucks, school buses, and other specialty vehicles.
“We’d like to be the first option that people think of when they have an alternative
fuel truck or specialty vehicle they need to transport,” Parsons said.
Positioning NS as the go-to company for moving such large loads, Parsons added,
helps the railroad hone its reputation as a leader and innovator in high-wide
shipping markets. n BizNS

n ABOVE TOP: Large, heavy-duty vehicles
shipped in Unilevel cars is one of NS’
high-wide markets.
n BOTTOM: Another view of the move of
a heat exchanger for Air Products Company.
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Amid hammers and saws,
new
opportunities
arise
NORFOLK AND ATLANTA PREPARE
FOR ROANOKE EMPLOYEES

Drills buzz, hammers pound, and paint brushes swish in the Goode and McKinnon
n Rusty Misenheimer,
assistant building superintendent,
second from left, and David
Goodson, senior manager
facility services, third from left,
confer with Leapley Construction
employees Coley Gray, left,
and Mike Pierce, right,
about renovation work at the
Goode Building.
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buildings as Norfolk Southern prepares to welcome more than 400 Roanoke employees
to their new offices in Atlanta and Norfolk this summer.
NS’ decision to close its Roanoke office building coincided with a planned revamp
of the Goode Building to create a more contemporary, open, and collaborative
atmosphere. In addition, many departments now split between floors or cities will
be housed together, improving communication and effectiveness.
Lynnanne Catron, assistant vice president information technology, who has
been based in Roanoke, said she looks forward to joining the IT forces in Atlanta,
already home to about 550 of the department’s employees.
“There’s value to having a complete department and leadership in one city,”
she said. “It’s easier to build networks and leverage communication when we’re
all in one city.”

David Goodson, senior manager facility services,
said the goal of the Goode Building renovations is
creating a modern, functional office environment that
employees are satisfied with and proud to work in.
“We want people to be happy where they work as
well as have a facility that helps us collaborate to
achieve our business objectives,” said Goodson, who
is overseeing the overhaul.
About 300 positions formerly based in Roanoke are
being transferred to Atlanta, while about 200 are
going to Norfolk. The moves are intended to foster
departmental interactions and make better use of NS’
real estate assets.
“The number of employees in the Roanoke office
building had been dwindling over a number of years,
and less than 50 percent of the building was being
used,” said Cindy Earhart, executive vice president
administration. “When we consolidate to two office
locations, there will be more opportunities for career
development and advancement, which is great for our
employees.”
Approximately 70 percent of employees working
in the Roanoke building opted to transfer with the
company, while nearly 30 percent are retiring or
leaving NS. About 2 percent are transferring to NS
positions that will remain in Roanoke.
“We’ve lost some good people, and that’s painful,
but it’s not totally unexpected,” Earhart said, adding
that the company is committed to Norfolk as
NS’ corporate headquarters and Atlanta as the
operations headquarters.
At the start of 2015, about 1,700 NS employees
worked in Roanoke, and more than two-thirds of the
positions will stay there. While NS plans to sell the
downtown office building, the company will maintain
Roanoke as its Virginia Division headquarters. The
locomotive and car shops, the research and tests group,
the Roanoke Material Yard, and the Transportation
Department’s switching yard for local NS customers
will continue operations there.

Of the groups moving to Atlanta, accounting
operations and information technology are the two
largest. The coal transportation group, which now is
part of network and service management, also will
move to the Goode Building, along with audit and
compliance positions involved in information systems,
revenue-related process, and functions related to
Atlanta-based departments.
Making the move to Norfolk are the industrial
products group, the coal marketing group, sourcing,
taxation and treasury, and audit and compliance
positions involved in financial reporting and functions
of Norfolk-based departments.
The moves to both cities are scheduled to be
completed by the end of August.

Overhaul in Atlanta
At the 34-year-old Goode Building, renovation work is
being done on each of the building’s 14 floors to realign
work spaces and ensure maximum collaboration
between departments. Occurring in four phases
through mid-2017, the work includes installing a new
roof and improvements to lavatories and heating and
cooling systems.
Construction related to the Roanoke consolidation
began in June, with design and planning processes
completed earlier this year.
While renovations are made on each floor, affected
employees are moving into NS-leased space in Colony
Square, a mixed-use facility across from the Goode
Building. Goodson said departments can expect to be
based in Colony Square for a maximum of 18 months,
returning to the Goode Building in stages as each phase
of construction is completed.
“We’re essentially gutting every floor and redoing
the building from the ground up,” Goodson said. “This
is a project the likes of which has not been seen in
our lifetime at NS. We want to have space that will
engage our existing talent and help us attract new
talent. We have put a lot of effort into exploring what
that means and how we can accomplish it within our
project scope.”
13

The result, he added, will be a light, open building
with fewer offices and more height adjustable work
stations separated by lower partitions. “The big focus
is on ergonomics and employee engagement,” Goodson
said. “Employee focus groups in Atlanta said they
wanted access to natural light and an accessible work
space with an ergonomic focus.”

Changes in Norfolk
n LEFT: Andy Paul, senior manager
energy and facility services, is overseeing
renovation work at the McKinnon Building.
n RIGHT: Painting and construction work
underway in the McKinnon Building.
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At Norfolk’s McKinnon Building, the bulk of remodeling work is taking place on
the first, fourth, and eighth floors, but construction will occur on 13 floors of the
21-story facility. The work includes adding dedicated health and fitness rooms
for WellNS activities on the first floor; a marketplace featuring a variety of food
options; and new office space on the eighth floor for coal, business development,
short line marketing, and automotive. Industrial products will move onto the fourth
floor, which was occupied by the Bank of America until earlier this year.
“The renovations are designed to be very modern and encourage an open,
collaborative space where departments can be together,” said Andy Paul, senior
manager energy and facility services.
Every office and work station in the remodeled areas will feature stand up/sit
down desks. Team rooms for conferences and huddle rooms for smaller meetings
will be placed throughout the fourth and eighth floors.
Hospitality areas will be a focal point on the fourth and eighth floors, with high
tables and chairs and a kitchenette set up near the elevators. “It will be the perfect
place to meet, have lunch, and interact with co-workers,” Paul said.

Smoothing the transition
“This is a project the likes
of which has not been
seen in our lifetime at NS.
We want to have space
that will engage our
existing talent and help us
attract new talent.”
— David Goodson,
senior manager
facility services, Atlanta

As additional employees arrive in Atlanta and Norfolk, NS is working to ensure
parking is adequate at both locations. The company has sent information about nearby
monthly parking lots and various commuter options to employees moving to Atlanta.
In Norfolk, NS is working with city leaders for additional parking, said
Jay Traywick, assistant vice president executive. “We are confident that the
city recognizes the economic value NS is bringing to downtown Norfolk with the
addition of 200 professionals.”
To help employees prepare for the move, Human Resources sponsored employee
and family site visits. “It gave employees a chance to visit their new locations and
see their department operations firsthand,” said Barbara Paul, manager training
and development. “They could meet their colleagues, ask questions, and tour the
office building.”
NS has made available job-placement assistance for employees who decided to
leave the company rather than relocate and for the spouses of employees who are
relocating, Paul said. NS has hired several spouses of employees making the move,
she added.
Many employees moving from Roanoke had spent much of their careers there
and are leaving with mixed emotions, especially those with children finishing high
school or who assist family members in the region.
“A lot of employees are looking at this as an
adventure, but every individual and situation is
different,” said Ben Chapman, assistant vice
president sourcing. “People had to work through their
circumstances and decide what was best for them.”
Several employees in sourcing decided not to
relocate, and the department is hiring new people
both inside and outside of NS who will be blended
with existing employees to build a strong team with
diverse experience, Chapman said. n BizNS

n Renovation work at the Goode Building
affects every floor and will create a more open,
collaborative atmosphere for employees.
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Running on
railroad time
At first blush, the keynote speaker at this year’s National
Association of Watch & Clock Collectors convention might seem
to be an unexpected choice: Executive Chairman Wick Moorman.
In fact, inviting the leader of a U.S. railroad, whose business
success depends on on-time train performance, was inspired.
Accurate timekeeping has always been crucial for safe, efficient
operations on Norfolk Southern and its predecessor railroads. In the
late 19th century, railroads were the leading market for American
clockmakers, with high-quality, reliable timepieces placed in rail
stations, offices, and shops. In the 1880s, the railroads were a
driving force behind the creation of the country’s four time zones.
Moorman had plenty to share at the collectors’ annual meeting
in Chattanooga, Tenn. – from photos of antique grandfather clocks
housed in NS’ McKinnon and Goode buildings to his own 45-year-old
Accutron wristwatch, the first railroad-approved watch not wound
manually. Moorman purchased the watch in 1970 when he joined
Southern Railway’s Engineering Department as a Georgia Tech co-op
student. He said it still keeps accurate time.
Most of the antique clocks in NS’ collection date to the late 1800s
and early 1900s and once were prominently displayed in stations on
predecessor railroads, where timepieces were synchronized across
the system to within a few seconds. For 19th-century railroaders,
timekeeping was a matter of life and death. Those involved in train
operations were required to synchronize their watches with the
division’s standard clock before going on duty. During his presentation,
Moorman noted several historical instances of train collisions due
to conductors’ inaccurate watches. As a result, railroads devised
elaborate timetables and rules governing train movement.
In addition to keeping time, many of the station clocks were
elaborate structures manufactured from the best woods and
embellished with elaborate carvings. “Clocks were made to be
great art,” said Donne Jones, NS health promotions manager
and a clock aficionado. “NS treasures them. They’re part of our
historical legacy.”
n One of NS’ most ornate antique clocks, built by E. Howard & Co.
in Boston, between 1880 and 1890, is inside the 20th-floor board
room at the McKinnon Building.
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That legacy includes a gold pocket watch that
Southern Railway President Samuel Spencer was said
to be carrying when he was killed in a train accident
in Virginia in 1906. The watch is now kept in NS’
historical archives.
Wristwatches like Moorman’s Accutron became
certified for use on railroads in the mid-20th century.
Prior to that, only pocket watches were used.
Accurate timekeeping became standardized when
the rail industry adopted the General Railroad
Timepiece Standards in 1893, which required that all
timepieces be railroad approved and inspected by
certified watch inspectors every
Clocks were made three months. Today, train crews
are required to have watches in
to be great art. good working order with hours,
NS treasures them. minutes, and seconds in Arabic
They’re part of our numbers.
The nation’s railroads were
historical legacy.” the impetus behind creation of
American time zones. In the
— Donne Jones, 1800s, some states had more
30 different zones, with
health promotions than
railroads using up to 100
manager different times. To maintain
correct railroad time, passengers
traveling from Maine to California had to change their
watches 20 times during the trip.
By the 1880s, railroaders knew that the efficient
movement of passengers and freight would be
seriously compromised without a more uniform
timekeeping system. In collaboration, American and
Canadian railroads divided the continent into four
time zones, creating a standard time. It took effect
at noon Nov. 18, 1883.

While many welcomed railroad time, others were
vehemently opposed, believing that big business was
using standard time to become more powerful. The
U.S. attorney general, Benjamin Brewster, refused to
accept the time zones, telling government departments
to refrain from adopting the system until Congress
authorized it. Then, the story goes, Brewster tried to
catch a train from Washington, D.C., to Philadelphia,
only to learn that he was eight minutes late. In 1918,
Congress approved standard time with passage of
The Standard Time Act.
		

A legacy of the business
Were it not for former Southern Railway President
Bill Brosnan, many of the antique clocks owned by
Norfolk Southern might have disappeared into history.
“Mr. Brosnan was interested in clocks and made it
a point to make sure clocks didn’t disappear or were
sold,” said retired NS Chairman and CEO David Goode.
When Southern merged with Norfolk & Western in
1982 to form NS, historic clocks adorned the offices
of almost every Southern executive. With the opening
of the McKinnon Building in 1988, most of those
clocks ended up in Norfolk, with many taking up
residence on the 19th and 20th floors.
n ABOVE: Wick Moorman’s Accutron wristwatch
and a pocket watch owned by Samuel Spencer,
a Southern Railway president.
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Although still in good working order and regularly
maintained by a clock repair and restoration service,
most of the timepieces are no longer set to keep time.
Blame that on the sway of the McKinnon Building, which
interferes with the movement of the clocks’ pendulums.
During his tenure as CEO, Goode procured more of
the antique clocks, including several when NS took over
Conrail’s assets. “When we were closing offices on
Conrail, I made it a point to tell somebody on Conrail
that I save clocks,” he said. One of them now sits in a
board of directors’ committee room on the 20th floor.
Its case was made at Juniata Locomotive Works for
Conrail’s predecessor, the Pennsylvania Railroad.
A clock located outside the executive dining room
was manufactured in England around 1840 for the
Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia.
Goode recalled visiting the Georgia governor’s office
and seeing the clock’s twin, also used on the Central.
One of NS’ most ornate clocks sits in the 20th-floor
board room. Manufactured by E. Howard & Company of
Boston between 1880 and 1890, it features a weightdriven, four-jar Mercury style pendulum and walnut
case. “That was the zenith of engineering for its time
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and sold for a significant amount of money,” said Jones.
“For American clockmakers, Howard was the Cadillac.”
Other E. Howard & Company clocks are found
throughout the McKinnon Building, including several
regulator clocks, known as pendulum clocks.
“Regulator clocks were the most accurate clocks
in the railroad station,” Jones said. “They were often
made for railroads and jewelers who used them to
regulate watches being repaired.”
One of the most unique clocks in the NS collection
is a skeletonized Scottish clock, inscribed with the
maker’s name: “Alex Witherspoon, Glascow, Scotland.
Circa. 1801.” That clock moved with Moorman from
the 19th floor to his new office on the McKinnon
building’s 13th floor. Other clocks owned by NS were
manufactured by the International Time Recording
company of Binghamton, N.Y., Standard Electric Time
Company of Springfield, Mass., and Seth Thomas of
Plymouth Hollow, Conn. n BizNS
n BELOW: These photos show details of the
E. Howard & Co. clock that stands inside the
board room in the McKinnon Building.

WHY WE WORK SAFELY AT NS
Norfolk Southern’s recommitment to an injury-free workplace – punctuated by
Good news:
The number of

REPORTABLE
INJURIES at Norfolk

Southern DECLINED BY
15 PERCENT during
the first six months
of 2015 versus 2014.
The company experienced
150 reportable injuries,
down from 177, a RATIO

OF 1.03 INJURIES
PER 200,000
EMPLOYEE-HOURS
OF SERVICE.

NS finished 2014 with
349 reportable injuries,
a ratio of 1.21 injuries
per 200,000 employeehours. NS’ best
safety performance
occurred in 2011,
with 225 reportable
injuries and a ratio
of 0.75 injuries per
200,000 employee-hours.

the new “i am Coming Home” safety message – is rolling out in a big way in yards,
shops, and facilities systemwide.
In March, Mark Manion, executive vice president and chief operating officer,
unveiled the new safety branding to employees attending the annual safety and
service expo and awards celebration in Atlanta. Now, the company is officially
launching efforts on the local level to engage employees about the importance
of working safely.
“We’re really personalizing safety for our employees, to make it inward facing
rather than a corporation just talking at them about safety,” said David Julian,
vice president safety and environmental. “When we talk about coming home,
everybody can grasp from a personal standpoint why safety is important.”
The company is sponsoring cookouts at major rail terminals in August to promote
the new safety message, which will kick off a broader initiative to refocus on safety.
Over the coming months, NS will hold employee workshops on risk behavior; provide
training to members of local safety and service committees; expand efforts to track
safety performance; and implement measures aimed at preventing injuries.
“We want to drill down to the operating division and the local level,” Julian said,
“and reinforce the things that are being done well and to identify the areas where
we need to do more work.”

Playing a leading role
“The grassroots safety and service committees will be leaders in helping build on
progress NS has made in culture change and behavior-based safety and leadership
in our ongoing work with business partner Aubrey Daniels International,” Julian said.
Earlier this year, the Safety and Environmental Department formed a task force
comprised of safety and service members from every division to discuss best
practices and develop guidelines for the company’s more than 140 local committees.
The task force members, including agreement and nonagreement employees,
represented committees with records of safety and service successes. The panel
met three times over seven days and generated a document at the end of June that
will be a valuable resource for employees selected to lead or serve on a safety and
service committee, participants said.
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Over 24 hours, committee members greet
employees arriving for work with a water bottle
packed with such things as sunscreen, bee-sting kits,
insect wipes, and packets of drink powder. This
summer, the committee added a flier promoting the
“i am Coming Home” safety message.
“We’re keeping that theme rolling in Decatur,”
Watts said. “Hopefully, that message will go into
their homes and be shared with their families.”

Training is key

“We were able to bring in people from all over the
system to brainstorm and get the best ideas on how to
construct these committees to be the most beneficial
to every employee, whether you’re a transportation,
engineering, or mechanical employee,” said task
force member Jeremy Pate, a locomotive engineer
and local chairman of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers and Trainmen in Birmingham, Ala.
“We now have a format in place we never had
before,” said task force member Rick Watts,
a carman and training gang leader in Decatur, Ill.
“These documents will be a vital tool in helping our
committees become a lot more effective through
leadership training.”
Pate, a member of the North Alabama Great Southern
committee, said one of its best practices is conducting
bimonthly safety checkups at local industries served
by NS train crews.
“We communicate with our customers on how we
can serve them better and how they can help us in
certain areas,” Pate said. Recently, committee members
doing a checkup discovered a malfunctioning derail
appliance in an industry yard. “It could have been
a trap for one of our people,” Pate said.
Watts, a member of the Decatur Terminal
committee, cited as a best practice its peer-to-peer
“safety roadblock” to promote summer safety.
n NS’ Operations Division launched a website that focuses on safety.
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In the fall, NS will begin offering workshops for
employees who serve on safety and service committees,
including a session for chairs and vice chairs and
another for members. The full-day workshop for
committee leaders, called “Leading For Results,” will
focus on such things as how to conduct an effective
meeting, how to resolve disagreements, and leadership
skills. Half-day workshops for members, “Meeting
For Results,” will concentrate on teamwork, problem
solving, and collaboration.
The sessions will be taught by members of the task
force and by employees in operations training, said
Bill Faulhaber, director operations training, who
helped facilitate the safety and service task force.
The company plans to conduct these workshops once
or twice a year as new members join the committees.
“This way it becomes sustainable,” Faulhaber said.
“These local committees are a major investment the
company makes in safety and service, and we recognize
that they are a tremendous resource in helping drive
improvements. We need to do everything we can to
capitalize on their input and provide them with all the
tools they need to be successful.”
Beginning in September, operations craft employees
will attend half-day “Risk Factor” workshops that focus
on risk-taking and how employees can safely manage
risks encountered daily. The workshops, developed by
NS partner DuPont Sustainable Solutions in collaboration
with ADI-supported training, will be taught by operations
supervisors trained and certified by DuPont.
“It gives people new skill sets and new ways to think
about how they do things from a safety standpoint,”
Julian said. n BizNS

From the
NS archives
Norfolk and Western engine No. 611 rolled out of the
Roanoke East End Shops on May 29, 1950, at a cost
of $251,344. The shiny new streamlined Class J
locomotive was photographed the same day, and
a press release followed on June 1.
No. 611 was one of 14 Class J passenger steam
locomotives built by N&W between 1941 and 1950
and is the only one that exists today. With its powerful
4-8-4 wheel configuration and 494,000-pound heft,
the 611 could pull 15-car passenger trains at speeds
up to 110 mph.
The J locomotives were part of a post-World War
II building boom at Roanoke Shops that also included
25 steam freight locomotives. By 1960, faced with
rising operating costs, N&W had switched to an
all-diesel locomotive fleet. After pulling the company’s

“farewell to steam” excursions, the 611 served as
a reserve steam generator at the East End Shops until
the engine’s boiler flues gave out.
Following a restoration in the 1980s, the 611 pulled
passenger excursion trains and then was put on display
at the Virginia Museum of Transportation. A second
restoration project began in 2014 at the North Carolina
Transportation Museum in Spencer, once Southern
Railway Company’s largest steam locomotive servicing
facility. On May 30, the 611 took to the rails again
to headline Norfolk Southern’s 21st Century Steam
excursion program.
A look into the archives reminds us of how exciting
it was for people to see the 611 roll into action for the
very first time.
– Jennifer McDaid, NS historical archivist
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NS GETTING GREENER:

gains in fuel efficiency
In 2010, Norfolk Southern set an ambitious five-year goal to reduce its business
greenhouse gas emissions by 10 percent per revenue ton-mile of freight.
Through a variety of fuel- and energy-efficiency initiatives, the railroad achieved
85 percent of the goal by the end of 2014, the final year.
Over the period, NS reduced GHG emissions by a substantial
8.5 percent per revenue ton-mile. In 2014, NS trains moved 205
billion revenue ton-miles of freight, meaning that emissions avoided
through the 8.5 percent reduction totaled roughly 524,800 metric
tons of GHG for the year. According to a U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency calculator, that’s equivalent to taking more than
110,480 gas-burning automobiles off the highway.
Along with the emissions reduction, NS locomotives in revenue
service saw fuel efficiency gains of 2.2 percent in 2014. That
translates into diesel fuel savings of roughly 10.8 million gallons.
On average, an NS revenue train moved a ton of freight 415 miles on a gallon of diesel,
up from 406 miles in 2013.
Given that NS spent nearly $1.6 billion on diesel fuel in 2014 – the single largest
expense behind employee compensation and benefits – any improvement in locomotive
fuel economy is good for the company’s bottom line.
Efficiency gains are attributed in large part to LEADER train-handling technology.
Around two-thirds of the company’s long-haul locomotives are equipped with the
technology, and 2014 marked the first full year that data management systems were
in place to run LEADER trains across the entire network.
More information about NS’ environmental performance in 2014, along with
economic and social highlights, can be found in the company’s 2015 sustainability
report, Connections, at www.nssustainability.com. n BizNS

NS MOVED
74.8 MILLION
FREIGHT TRAIN
MILES IN 2014,
EQUAL TO 157
ROUND TRIPS
TO THE MOON.
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